
RESEARCH THESIS ON FACEBOOK

Research Thesis (The Impact of Facebook Usage to the Academic Performance of the 4th Year Education Students in
Andres Bonifacio College) The results showed that the academic performance of the 4th year female students of the
School of Education was not affected.

Hence, more than virtual Lessons from Facebook communities born online, SNS are usually online
communities created and maintained to reflect offline relationships. Eytan Bakshy and Solomon Messing, two
of the co-authors, were gracious enough to reach out and brief me at some length. In most cases, the students
end up spending almost all their times on the social media and forget about the course materials they originally
intended to look for. Websites, email tools, and the computer itself are all artefacts; the tasks refer to an
assignment performed using these tools Firineran and Zhang,  Accordingly, this study is subject to the
following limitations that future studies should address to shed more light on the subject under investigation.
Furthermore, additional studies on Facebook impact on both engagement and academic performance show
positive effects. Other studies of social media use have focused strictly on its impact on dynamics that have
been shown in prior scholarship to indirectly affect grades â€” college student engagement and involvement.
They guide an increasing proportion of our choices â€” where to eat, where to sleep, who to sleep with, and
what to read. To date, Facebook serves roughly million people enabling them to share multitudes of
information and connect with others Fletcher,  Lastly and not surprisingly, across the U. Facebook usage
provided interconnections of people from the same university or all over the world; people continue to connect
through it when they want to get in touch with someone they lost contact with or meet new people worldwide.
From Google to Yelp to Facebook, they help shape what we know. As well as, there is no research conducted
yet on this topic in college under the study and those research conducted in developed countries on this area
has methodological gaps. Facebook being at the forefront of the social media craze, has over million active
users on its website every month. Interactions between students were most often primarily between existing
friends rather than new connections and users were most often observing content rather than producing it.
Students easily get tempted to use the various social media platforms when trying to obtain learning materials
online. This result is true on average during this period of time July 7, , to Jan. This is most likely due to the
reason that every person used it extensively to get worldwide access. These are discussed below. So, to attain
the intended objectives, mixed approach were chosen as the research questions contain both qualitative and
quantitative natures. However, the study did find a positive relationship between more social media use and
higher levels of campus social involvement. College student use of Facebook has been shown mostly to reflect
a one-to-many style, in which students create content to disseminate to others. It also deals with the issues of
why the particular survey instrument was selected as being appropriate for the current study. There is another
significant factor that is the behavioral consequence related to communication technology based behavior and
this is self-esteem. Thus, Facebook users can almost instantaneously learn about news events, read news
articles or opinions about world events, and share this information and their own thoughts with others like
themselves. Younger generations e. The conversation about the effects and ethics of algorithms is incredibly
important. Chapter four is the section in which the results of the survey are briefly presented using descriptive
analysis. Some students, however, also claim that visiting social media sites during class time helps them deal
with the boredom they experience in college. Older generations have been slower to embrace SNS, struggling
somewhat to keep pace with younger cohorts. Students are paying more attention towards these social
networking activities rather than utilizing this time for their studies and this surely affects their academic
performance. The researchers on the paper are smart men and women, and with the caveats above, the
methodology is pretty sound. Its use implies the presence of individual users on the social website, time spent
on this platform, frequent visits, and the nature of the activities performed. Ogedebe et al. A few years ago, I
gave a talk about how algorithms and social media shape what we know.


